PHILLIPS General Trailers

Efficiency levels multiply with trailer trains from PHILLIPS. These trailers can be hooked together to triple your towing capability. From airports to storage warehouses, these units are versatile, practical and simple to maintain.

Auto Steer Transport Trailer
Capacity 15,000 Pounds

With all wheel surge hydraulic brakes and see-thru bulk heads, this unit can be towed individually or in multiple unit trains. This enables the user to make less trips, saving time and fuel.

MORE TIME AND MONEY SAVING TRAILERS ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SHEET
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PHILLIPS General Trailers

Our most popular models, the PHILLIPS General Trailers are rugged and durable, providing our customers with years of reliable and continuous service.

Heavy-Duty Tank Trailer
Capacity 1,000 Gallons
Designed to carry industrial liquids over all types of terrain the PHILLIPS heavy-duty tank trailer can be built with stainless steel, fiberglass or a variety of plastics; and can be fitted with pumps, hose reels, sight levels, internal baffles, and manways.

Environmental Waste Containment and Recovery Trailer
Capacity 40,000 Pounds
We build spillage containment systems into our trailers. A heavy-duty steel roof and transparent sliding curtains protect your load from the elements, and solid pneumatic tires provide a smooth ride when traveling over rough terrain.
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